Health News
Terrapin Health
The terrapins are continuing to be
happy and healthy, they have regular
health checks and we can report that
they are all in good health.
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Winter Newsletter 2019
The Winter months can be harsh and
we have already witnessed frost, wind
and rain which can put a strain on any
animal especially pigs. We have been
working hard to give the pigs extra
shelter, more straw in their beds and
plenty of food to keep them warm
throughout the Winter months. Let us
hope for the pig’s sake it will not turn out
to be too cold.

Terrapin General News
Work is in progress for new tanks for
the terrapins to give them more space
to move around and play. Terrapins
also start out only a small baby and can
grow up to a staggering 7KG in weight
and one foot in length, hopefully the
new area will be ready in February
2019. Thank you to Peter of Alderburgh
Ltd for donating the materials and Lee
and Micky for all their hard work.

We have been a little worried about
Mimi she suddenly started to lose
weight, the vet checked her over and
said her teeth had worn down which
was the cause of the weight loss.

Pig Health
Pepper has been poorly, she had an
abscess on her back, right leg which
was quite large and very sore. The vet
lanced it, washed it out and gave her
antibiotics to clean up the infections.
Pepper is now healthy and back with
her friends.

She is isolated at present to gain weight
on lots of bananas, soft fruits and
softened sow nuts to help her eat her
food. Mimi as already gained some
weight after 1 week of isolation, we are
really pleased on her progress. A big
thank you to Carol Mae-Barton for her
monthly donations and when Mimi is
back to her fighting weight will be
rehomed with Carol and her other 2
pigs.
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Visits
We have had visits in abundance and
each and every person that comes
along to the sanctuary enjoy their
experience, especially because they
are up close to the pigs and can stroke
them, cuddle them, groom them and

are prepared to Muck Inn and Muck
Out. A 2 hour visit only costs £5 per
person and you get a real hand on
experience. Small parties are welcome
for that extra special gift such as
Birthdays,
Christmas,
Valentine,
Mother and Fathers’ Day or just a gift to
say you care. Please book your visit
today for that real hands on experience.

hope she continues to have a long and
happy life.
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Rehoming Pigs
Sharon Kimm wanted a pig to be friends
with her 15 year old Kune Kune called
Harry. Sharon and Alan came to visit
the sanctuary to choose a pig and
chose Jeffrey a 13 year old Kune Kune
female yes that is correct a female.
Sharon then added another 2 to her pig
gang with Boots and Wilbur. They have
gone to live in Ince near Chester and
have a wonderful new home along with
horses and dogs. We hope they will
have a great life especially with the sea
views. A big thank you to Sharon and
Alan.
Jen Goodman who has already took 5
of our pigs decided she wanted one
more and asked for a sow. Truffles has
now settled into her new forever home
and now as 5 new friend, Molly Dolly,
Wally, Al & Pacino we wish her well and
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Truffles at the sanctuary.
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Truffles in her new home

Please be mindful when feeding your
pig, a fat pig is an unhealthy pig.
Rescuing Pigs
We have a new comer by the name of
Dan. Dan is an 8 year old Kune Kune
Castrated Boar and very large. We
have placed him on a strict diet to lose
some weight. Dan’s tummy was
touching the floor which is not very
healthy for any pig and gradually puts
pressure on their joints and can
eventually cause joint dysfunction and
arthritis. The weight is gradually coming
off and he is looking better.

Rescue Terrapins
No Recent Terrapin rescues.

Merchandise/Sponsorship
Please follow the links below or go to
our
website
to
purchase
our
merchandise or sponsor a pig or
terrapin for that extra special someone
in your life. Thank you.
link below.
http://www.pigsinnheaven.co.uk/sponsor
http://www.pigsinnheaven.co.uk/merchand
ise

Donations
All Donation go to the welfare of all the
animals at Pigs Inn Heaven and are
very much appreciated.
Thank you.
A big thank you to Lee and Becky for
donating their time to volunteer and
help with the pigs and bring along treats
for them, it is very much appreciated.

Food donations of fruit and
vegetables are greatly received.
Thank you to the COOP for their
support over the last 4 years.

Wishing you all hopefully a mild
Winter.

